The FEEL Certification Program is six months in duration. It consists of seventeen days of on-site instruction spread over three sessions. Many dynamic teachers, with an incredible array of knowledge, are present to support the journey. Small class sizes impart personal attention.

During the six months, there will be individual and group assignments integral to a deeper understanding and first-hand experience of this new healing modality. The Horse Spirit Connections Team is dedicated to your success. All graduates receive FREE ongoing mentoring in all aspects of a successful FEEL practice following their conclusion of the program.

The FEEL Certification Program is an opportunity to leap into a new way of being with yourself, others, and horses. The goal of Facilitated Equine Experiential Learning (FEEL) is about FEELing the experience of the majestic horse that whispers to us about our ability to communicate with others effectively, listen to ourselves authentically and grow exponentially. We offer you a new way of being with yourself, others and horses.

Are you ready to leap?

The support available to our FEEL graduates after completion of the training program is exceptional.

How to apply?

Go to www.HorseSpiritConnections.com click on the tab ‘FEEL Certification’ for more information about the current trainings and Register Online or email wendy@HorseSpiritConnections.com today for your application!

For more information please call 905 936 4450

FEEL Graduates have created an association called the FEEL Alumni which hosts an annual Conference with great teachings and congenial sharing. The FEEL Alumni website is an invaluable marketing tool as well as a resource and open forum for its members.

Visit www.FEELAlumni.com

“My experience with the FEEL program was and is life altering in the most profound ways. Horse Spirit Connections (both the people and the horses) are not only pioneers in the field of equine assisted learning, their FEEL program continues to forge new ground and push the leading edge of this important work. The herd are incredibly dedicated and conscious teachers, continuously giving to all who engage. Wendy, Andre, and the FEEL facilitators are impeccable with their word, actions and care for every individual who enters the program.”

Tina Turner - Ottawa, Ontario

“What an incredible experience taking the FEEL Program. This program opened the door for me to step into becoming more of the type of leader I have always wanted to be. I gained invaluable insights that will empower me for the rest of my life. Wendy and Andre, along with other co-facilitators, and the horses, created a very safe place for me to learn the skills needed to facilitate equine based learning experiences for others. Through this program I developed more confidence, trusting, and believing in myself. It was an honor to be a part of a certification program that held such high integrity. I would highly recommend this program!”

Janice de Ville - Boulder, Colorado

“Explores the field of Equine Guided Healing
Discover your potential for creating positive change
Enhance and expand your relationship with horses”

Horse Spirit Connections is a Not for Profit Corporation
This comprehensive training program is suitable for coaches, educators, facilitators, equine professionals, wellness practitioners, and other individuals who are looking for practical training and experience in developing FEEL (Facilitated Equine Experiential Learning) programs in the expanding field of Equine guided healing.

Participants discover their unique gifts and innate talents as they find their niche in this emerging field.
The FEEL Certification Program is six months in duration. It consists of seventeen days of on-site instruction spread over three sessions. Many dynamic teachers, with an incredible array of knowledge, are present to support the journey. Small class sizes impart personal attention.

During the six months, there will be individual and group assignments integral to a deeper understanding and first hand experience of this new healing modality.

The Horse Spirit Connections Team is dedicated to your success. All graduates receive FREE ongoing mentoring in all aspects of a successful FEEL practice following their conclusion of the program.

FEEL Graduates have created an association called the FEEL Alumni which hosts an annual Conference with great teachings and congenial sharing. The FEEL Alumni website is an invaluable marketing tool as well as a resource and open forum for its members.

Visit www.FEELAlumni.com

“What an incredible experience taking the FEEL Program. This program opened the door for me to step into becoming more of the type of leader I have always wanted to be. I gained invaluable insights that will empower me for the rest of my life. Wendy and Andre, along with other co-facilitators, and the horses, created a very safe place for me to learn the skills needed to facilitate equine based learning experiences for others. Through this program I developed more confidence, trusting, and believing in myself. It was an honor to be a part of a certification program that held such high integrity. I would highly recommend this program!”

Janice de Ville - Boulder, Colorado

Are you ready to leap?

The goal of Facilitated Equine Experiential Learning (FEEL) is about FEELing the experience of the majestic horse that whispers to us about our ability to communicate with others effectively, listen to ourselves authentically and grow exponentially. We offer you a new way of being with yourself, others and horses.

Join this passionate community...
The support available to our FEEL graduates after completion of the training program is exceptional.

How to apply?

Go to www.HorseSpiritConnections.com click on the tab ‘FEEL Certification’ for more information about the current trainings and Register Online

or email wendy@HorseSpiritConnections.com today for your application!

For more information please call 905 936 4450

Horse Spirit Connections is a Not for Profit Corporation

EXPLORE THE FIELD OF EQUINE GUIDED HEALING
DISCOVER YOUR POTENTIAL FOR CREATING POSITIVE CHANGE
ENHANCE AND EXPAND YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH HORSES